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Abstract
The premium calculation for the hedge fund risk insurance, is discussed. There are
many challenges in it, i.e., that the underlying is non-arbitrage, that it is hard to apply an
equilibrium pricing method, 1thatthere is no simple risk adjusted measure, that the
distribution of underlying has .1fat tail, etc. In this paper, by using Wang Transform, the
premium calculation principle is developed and implemented for an actual pricing. In
addition, in that process, I sug!~estInsurance Market Line and Extreme Value Indicator.
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1 Introduction
Recently, derivatives are not only for the financial instruments, i.e., interest rates, stocks,
bonds, etc., but also for economic indices, temperature (weather), basis between two
indices etc. and even for the hedge fund manager's return. In this paper, I will perform
the actual calculation for pric:ing risk premium of such derivatives as are applied to
hedge fund performance usin~~Wang Distortion Function. The scheme is called Wang
Transform (Wang, 1995,2000" 2001a, 2002; Wang and Young, 1997).
Major issues here is how to decide the price of such derivatives' risk premium after
generating the payoff and it!) probability distribution. hI the other words, how to
calculate insurance premium. hI order to calculate an average payoff, we just use the
probability density for averaging. On the other hand, how about calculating the risk
premium? If the insurance corelpanyprice the risk only by using expected average losses,
it cannot afford to continue its,business becauseof its sudden large losses. hI addition,
insurance company should charge risk premium (off course, also costs and its profit).
In the financial world, an investment with no risk means a risk free rate investment.
Using this risk free rate or arbitrage free condition, the price of the risk is calculated.
Even we can use the method oj: averaging the expectedpayoff by risk neutral measure.
In the other hand, economic indices, temperature basis indices, hedge fund performance
and other alternative underlying indices are not traded (and off course, are
incompleteness). Also it is djfficult to find even a one of risk neutral measures. In
addition, they are not arbitrage free assets.(Related discussions are in Landsman and
Serris (2001).) In order to calculate or solve such risk premium pricing issues, I use
Wang Transform with some idleas.
In practice, even such a risk: premium can be calculated using actual trade prices
retrospectively. For example, once we decide what is risk and how to calculate risk
using historical data or actual traded data, we may suppose one of the insurance
premium calculation principles, that premium price is average loss amount plus
standard deviation with a multiplier;
C=.u+ko(1)
C
: premium
.u
: averag(~of losses
0: standar'ddeviation of losses
k
: multiplier.
Please be sure that most of file time, the loss distribution is assumed to be a normal
distribution.
We often see in many risk m;anagementswhose pricing methods are defined by 99%
Tail VaR (conditional tail expe:ctation),i.e., the multiplier is 2.67.
In regard to weather derivatives, if, actually, weather derivative prices historically
traded are matched to the follI1ula (1), we can use formula (1) as a risk premium
calculation principles. There i:s no risk neutral measure and temperature is not traded.
Only the way to calculate risk :premiumis to see actual trade. (The multiplier k is said to

be only single digit several percentages.)Even there is a literature that treats this issue.
Cao and Wei (2000) discussed and set a model of equilibrium pricing model under the
certain assumption. They se:t an arbitrage asset in financial markets and adopt
exponential type utility function for investor.
Not all the alternative deriv3.tives are able to be treated in the equilibrium pricing
contexts. I will treat hedge fuJ1dperfonnance derivatives and here I try to amalgamate
financial pricing method (risk: adjusted measure) and practical risk premium pricing,
using Wang Transfonn.
Wang's idea is use a distortion function for payoff probability function when calculate
average payoff. The Choquet jmtegralis a general pricing method for financial markets
with frictions and it is as follo,vs:
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: risk pr(~mium(risk adjusted price)
: distortion function

a
: param~:ter
Sx
: de-cUIIlulative probability function of X
X
: derivative's payoff
Wang Transfonn I will use in this paper is the special case for (2), i.e.,
ga(P) = <I>«I>-l(p)+a)
(3)
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In section2 and section3, ho~rthe hedgefund perfonnancederivativesare setand how
treatthe pricing issueis described.
In section4, the characteristicsof Wang Transfoml are introduced. It showsthe risk
premium calculationprinciple that can be used for both financial type derivativesand
insurancetype derivatives (no arbitrage free, no equilibrium pricing, no clear risk
measure).During the discussion,I suggestInsuranceMarket Line, like Capital Market
Line in CAPM.
In section5, using actual exmnples,I will showthe risk pricing mechanismand, as a
result, I will getthe risk adjus1:ed
measure.
In section 6, the discussion ,extends to Fat Tail issues. I introduce Extreme Value
Indicator and discuss the relatilJnship with Extreme Value Theory.
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Issuesto be solved

Usual process to price the deri1'{ativeof hedge fund perfomlance is as follows:
i)
Decide underlying indices
The underlying may be an exalctfund performance which is managed by an exact hedge
fund manager or may b,eperformance of the index of the hedge fund world used as a
benchmark.
ii)
Decide payoff of the derivative
The most popular payoff of th(: derivatives are set as a put option. This will be used as a
loss protection. If the strike pn,ce is -5%, the put option buyer will be protected from an
excess loss over -5% by payin!~ option premium.
iii)

Seeing historical data and modeling of the underlying indices' future
performance
We try to find the listed financial futures or others which may be used as a proxy of the
underlying hedge fund perfoffi1lance.
iv)

Check the char~lcteristicsof the basis risk which is raised in the process

iii)
None can extinguish the basis 11skwhen use the proxy described above iii).
v)

Perfonn Mont~: Carlo simulation using the model and get payoff
distribution
For the proxy described above iii), the derivative pricing is usually easy. The problem is
the basis risk described above in iv). We may set a model for the generating this part.
We may use historical data.
vi)

Calculate avera:gepayoff as a pure insurance premium and, calculate or
set risk premiUIJrlprice (Here an insurance premium calculation principle
will be used.)
The most important problem is how to calculate the risk premium. The arithmetic
average of the simulation result payoff in v) shows only the pure insurance premium.
To get risk premium, or, to get risk adjusted probability measure, I use Wang Transform.
In the process of pricing financ:ial derivatives, arbitrage free is the key for calculation or
decide closed form of the price. It is because, in the markets, the derivative prices are
actually so decided as that no IDnecan get profits without any risks. But in the world of
derivatives of non-arbitrage as.sets,market participants managed to set the trade price
and the majority of the pricing method or the majority of the result of the price itself is
the key for risk premium calculation principles, which here I would like to discuss using
Wang Transform.

3. Ideas
Firstly, the risk is defined and secondary, the risk premium of the risk is defined. If
majority of the market participants use the risk premium calculation principle, it is the
practical formula of the calculation method. At least, market prices may be explained by
a method developed here. Sil1lcehedge fund performance derivatives are on the way to
penetrate, it is hard to check 1themethod of this paper if the real market world can be
explained by the method. On(~thing to support the idea here will be that many hedge
fund investors are using risk mlanagementmethod called as Tail VaR.
Here I use Tail VaR for the definition of the risk. The other reason for the choice is that
it is coherent (Wang, 2001b; B:amadaand Sherris, 2002).
Next I set use Wang Transfoml for calculating risk premium using Tail VaR concept.
will set the following process::
i)
Under the nonIl,al distribution payoff, to set the parameter a of foumula
(2) as 2.67 (990;'0Tail VaR for nonnal distribution)
ii)
Use Wang TraI1Sfonn for using actual payoff and actual de-cumulative
probability func:tion.
(In the case of nonnal distribution payoff, Wang Transfonn is one of the
simplest insuraI1Cepremium calculation principles described in (1 ).)
As will be discussed, in the n~:xt section 4, there may be Insurance Market Line, which
describe the relationship amlong average payoff, volatility of the payoff and risk
adjusted premium. Not like the financial market risk free rate, there is no sole deductive
risk adjusted premium. Even IJrlarketleader of the business may set the level. Here I set
it as 2.67 0".
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4. Wang Transfoml
In this section, I SummariZI~the characteristics of Wang Transform. Other than
Insurance Market Line and I~xtreme Value Indicator, references are Wang (2000,
2001a, 2001b, 2002), Wang arid Young (1997), Hamada and-Sherris (2002), Balbas and

Garrido(2002).
a. AssetPricing in financial world, CML in CAPM
Suppose Rj is a normally dis.tributed return for asset i in the financial world. If -aj
indicates "perfectly" risk adUusted (no risk) parameter for asset i in the Wang
Transform, the result is risk ft(:e rate r f .
H[Rj ;-aj ]=E[Rj ]--aju[Rj
aj = (E[Rj] -r f) / u[R:j]

ri

For T-period case;
aj =ff(E[Rj]-rf)/u[Rj].
For Geometric Brownian Motion and lognormal distribution case with continuous risk
free return r c and time horizon T;
aj =ff(E[Rj

-rc),lu[Rj

b. InsuranceMarket Line
Fort the insurance market portfolio (with suffix Ins ), the following Insurance Market
Line (IML) is introduced. Suppose Rlns is normally distributed.
E [R Ins] = H [R ins;a Ins] + a Ins0"[R Ins]
A insurance deal j can has a j such that;
H[R j ;-aj ]=E[Rj]

-ajO"[Rj 1.

So the following can be given.

This formula (4) expressed hldividuallnsurance
such as Security Market Line in CML of CAPM.

Line in Insurance Market Line, like

E[Rj]

= H[Rj;--a

j] + f3 j(E[Rrns]

-H[R1ns ;-a1ns]).

,
being more similar to CAPM theory. Even the above, we do not suppose the same risk
free rate for fully risk adjusted premium.

c. Black=Scholesfonnula for 1:heoptionpricing
In the standard Black=Scholes model, standard European call option C of strike price K
and T=O price SO, has payoff at maturity T with Geometric Brownian Motion W (drift
,u , volatility

0-);

C(T,K)

=(S 0 exp{(,lJ~-0-2 /2)T

+ o-WT)} -K)+

In case we chose;
a = .ff

(,u -r c)/0-

Whang Transform H[ ] gives I~lack=Scholes formula.
exp(-rcT)H[C(T,K:);-a]=So<l>(
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d. EsscherTransforn1andBuhlmann's 1980EconomicModel
We can use Wang Transform as Premium Calculation Principle. According to Wang
(2002), Wang Transform also express Esscher Transform, which comes from financial
market theory world. In addition, in the same literature, Wang Transform explains
Buhlrnann's 1980 Economic Model (Attention that the utility function is an exponential
type.).

e. CoherentRisk Measure
Moreover, Wang (2000) sholws that Wang TransfonIl Pricing is coherent, which
recently needs to have for the risk measurement. The idea of coherent risk measure is
developed by Artzer et al. (19~}7).Here I summarize the characteristics. For example, it
is understood that VaR is not coherent and that Tail VaR is coherent.
Subadditivity: F<I>r
all r:mdom X and Y, H[X +Y ;a] = H[X ;a] + H[Y ;a]
Monotonicity: If, for e"lchoutcome, X ~Y , then, H [X ; a] ~ H [Y ; a]
Positive Homogeneity: For positive constantk, H [kX ;a] = kH [X ;a]
Translation Invariance: For constantm, H[X + m;a] = H[X ;a] + m

f. VaR andTail VaR
In case we apply distortion function as the following, the formula (3) of Wang
Transformbecomesquantile-V aR.
ga (p) = 0 when p<a, 1 when p ~ a

Thereis discontinuityat x=a .
In case we apply distortion function as the following, the fonIlula (3) of Wang
TransfonIl becomes Tail-VaR.
ga(P)=O

whenp<a,

~
I-a

whenpi ~a

5. HedgeFundDerivativ~:sRisk PremiumCalculationExampleand Risk Measure
An exampleof the methoddescribedin section3, using simpleMonte Carlo simulation,
is explained.We setEuropeanput option premiumon a hedgefund performance.
First we prepare a hedge fund performance at the maturity of the put. (See the column
titled "Return" in Table 1.) Data is just for this paper and fictitious, generated by a
model formula using a random figure 5000 times.
The column titled "Payoff' shows put option payoff at maturity. Columns titled
"Return in order" and "Payoft: in order" is sorted figures of "Return" and "Payoff." In
the column titled "f(x)," the samevalue (1/5000 (number of trial)) of probability density
is set. The column "F(x)" is cumulative function of "f(x)."
Next goes to the Wang TranS1[Offil.The column titled "F-l" is the process of <I>-l(p)
part in foffilula (3). "F-l +a" CJLIld
"F(F-l +a )" are the process of finalizing (3).
The column "f-d(x)," meaniIJlgdistorted probability density function which will be
easily calculated by "F(F -1+ a)."
In order to get put option pric~:,we can easily get the average using "f-d(x)." The result
"Distorted Average" is the ris1~adjusted price of the put option. In the case "Return" is
normally distributed, the Distorted Average is H = J1+ aa as shown in (1). Here we
set a is 2.67.
From the point of the risk adju:;tedmeasure,"f-d(x)" shows the measure.
If we calculate average payoff, it is -0.0666%. However, Wang Transfornl shows 4.5512%, more risk considereclprice. Even the pure insurance premium is 0.0666%, the
premium should be 4.5512% for strike -5% put option.

<K

(Fig. 1) shows the change of the measure.The real line shows the cumulative
probability of "Return". The line by dots.
shows no-risk adjusted measure
(probability density)of the pu1:optionpayoff andthe line by dots X showsrisk adjusted
measure.

Return
4.14%
4.82%
1.65%
5.34%
-1.92%
-0.75%
4.68%
4.13%
5.42%
5.42%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Payoff
Return
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

in order Payoff in order Kx)
F-1
F-I+a
F(F-I+a)f-d(x)
F(x)
Payoff*f Payoff*f-d
-15.44%
-10.44%
0.0002
0.0002 -3.54019 -0.87019 0.192098 0.192098
0,00%
-2.01%
-13.18%
-8.18%
0.0002
00004 -3.35276 -0.68276 0.247379 0.055281
0,00%
-0.45%
-12.68%
-7.68%
0.0002
0.0006 -3.23897 -0.56897
0.28469 0.037311
0,00%
-0.29%
-12.02%
-7.02%
0.0002
0.0008 -3.15602 -0.48602 0.313477 0.028787
0.00%
-0.20%
-11.08%
-6.08%
00002
0.001 -3.09024 -0.42024 0.337153 0.023677
0.00%
-0.14%
-10.50%
-5.50%
0.0002
0.0012 -3.03568 -0.36568 0.357304
0.02015
0.00%
-0.11%
-10.46%
-5.46%
0.0002
0.0014 -2.98889 -0.31889 0.374905 0.017601
0.00%
-0.10%
-10.29%
-5.29%
0.0002
0.0016 -2.94785 -0.27785 0.390562 0.015657
0.00%
-0.08%
-10.04%
-5.04%
0.0002
0.0018 -2.91126 -0.24126 0.404678 0.014116
0.00%
-0,07%
-10.01%
-5.01%
0.0002
0.002 -2.87815 -0.20815 0.417556 0.012877
0.00%
-0,06%

(Table 1)Monte Carlo simulationresult (first 10trial figuresof 5000 trials)
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6. Relation to Extreme Value Theory

a. Tail Index
As Balbas and Garrido (2002) discussed, in order to measure how fat tail the
distribution has, Tail Index is ~;uggestedby Wang.
Firstly, Right and Left Devianc~eIndices are given, respectively, by;
RD a =H[X;a]-E[:~
a
LD

= E[X
a

]-H[X
a

:;-a]

The Right andLeft Tail Indicesare givenaregiven,respectively,by;
RTf

a

= RD2a[X]
RDa[X]

= LDa[X].
LTf U
-LD2a[X]
If X is nonnally distributed, RTI=LTI=l.
RTf a = exp(aa)
+ 1> 1
" I

For example, if X is lognonnally distributed,

2

LTI a =

1 + exp(-au)

.<1

2

In this case,X of the right sidehas fat tail.
b. ExtremeValue Indicator
I suggestExtremeValue Indic:atorand explainthe relationshipwith the ExtremeValue
Theory.

(5)

(6)
According to the Theorem of Balkema-de Haan (1974) & Pickands (1975), the
probability distribution Pr( ) in above will become Generalized Pareto Distribution as
a goes to enough large. The distribution function becomes as follows (with parameter

~,P).
X --I

G...;pCX)=l-CI-Cl+t!;p)

...Ct!;~O)

(7)

x (if; = 0)
fJ

= 1- exp( -if; -)

c. PracticalUsageof ExtremeValue Indicator
Hedge fund derivatives often met the issue how to treat the fat tail (especially negative
return part). Practically, we CaJtleasily simulate the Extreme Value Indicator using large
a and, comparing the normal distribution and simulation results. How the data fit for
the exponential distribution (~: = 0) is easy way to check the fatness of the distribution
according to the formula (7).
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the fatness of a hedge fund case example used in previous
section. Only the part of Pr( ) I(x<O) of fonnula (6) is examined. Even comparing with
the exponential tail fatness,we can seemore fatness in that hedge fund payoff.
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(Fig. 2) S(x) and g(S(x)) for a=-O.5.

In[g( a =5) (S(X))/S(X)]
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(Fig. 3) EYI for large size a(-5.0). For approximation for exponential function is is in
the figure. (The scale is log for a vertical axis.)

7. Commentsand Conclui)ion
Hedge fund performance derivatives are on the way to expand. The premium
calculationfor suchderivativesis challengingbut I suggestWang Transformmethod.
The derivativesare not arbitragefree, nor have equilibrium pricing method. Suppose
marketparticipantsare managingthe derivative risk by measuringTail VaR basedon
normal distribution assumption,I setWang Transformparameterand suggesta pricing
method.
In the processof setting the calculationprinciple, I suggestInsuranceMarket Line or
Extreme Value Indicator. Further discussionwill improve policy behind premium
calculationprinciple and risk management
of the hedgefund performancederivatives.
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